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Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to the course for e-Catalog Shopping powered by SRM and SAP Ariba.



AGENDA

• Introduction and Overview - SAP Ariba
• What will remain the same
• What changes to expect
• Types of e-Catalog connections – Level 1 and Level 2
• Virtual tour of the SAP Ariba landscape
• Example orders

• Typical order from a common e-catalog supplier
• Amazon for Business orders

• Additional information/tips and what to expect at Go-Live
• Resources and Support
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In this course, we will cover:An introduction and overview of SAP Ariba as it relates to the Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) systemAspects of the current SRM experience that will remain the same and not changeWhat changes to expect as you transition to shopping with the SAP Ariba Network platformWe’ll talk about the types of catalog connections on the network and how to access the available products and suppliersWe’ll visit and discuss key aspects of the platform during a virtual tourWe’ll do demos for a typical order from a common supplier as well as a sample order from Amazon for BusinessWe’ll talk about additional information and tips that Shoppers will find useful as they navigate the platform as well as what to expect at Go-LiveFinally, we’ll talk about what resources and support are available to departments.



INTRODUCTION AND TARGET AUDIENCE

• Intended to help transition employees with existing SRM Shopper role to 
ordering on the SAP Ariba Network (AN)

• Course is not required to shop on the new platform; current Shoppers should 
find it helpful to use the new functionality.

• This course is not intended to fulfill requirements for any new Shoppers to 
obtain the role; new Shoppers will fulfill a separate curriculum available in 
myUK post go-live.
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This course is intended to help transition employees with the existing SRM Shopper role to ordering items available on the SAP Ariba Network, or AN.This course is not required to transition to shopping within the new e-procurement environment, but current Shoppers should find it helpful to navigate and use the new functionality.In addition, this course is not intended to fulfill requirements for any new Shoppers to obtain the role; those seeking the new Shopper role will fulfill a separate curriculum available in myUK post go-live.



BACKGROUND AND WHY TECHNOLOGY CHANGE

• Part of Our Path Forward (OPF) initiatives to improve how the University 
manages and transacts procurement processes

• In response to departmental interests, expands online catalog offerings and 
modernizes buying processes

• Provides for streamlined platform with multiple suppliers/products within a 
single space

• Improved back-office processes and transaction matches for managing 
invoices, sales tax, etc.; improved procurement data and analytics
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The transition to using SAP Ariba is part of Our Path Forward (OPF) initiatives under the Office of Executive Vice-President for Finance and Administration, or EVPFA, to improve how the University manages and transacts its procurement processes.Among other things, this investment is in response to expressions of interest by you, departmental Shoppers and Business Officers, to expand online catalog offerings and modernize purchasing processes.The new functionality provides for a single streamlined platform having multiple suppliers with tens of thousands of products within a single space.It will also improve back-office processes and transaction matches for managing invoices and sales tax matters. The advanced features of Ariba also provide for improved procurement data and analytics.



WHAT IS SAP ARIBA?

Ariba is a robust e-procurement solution from SAP

• Provides for a single platform connecting thousands of customers and 
suppliers globally

• Largest global e-commerce platform with annual sales volume exceeding 
that of Amazon, e-Bay, and Alibaba combined.

• Digitally connects buyers and suppliers across integrated platform allowing 
for buying, invoicing, and other actions under fixed transaction rules
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Ariba is a robust e-procurement solution from SAP.It provides for a single platform connecting thousands of customers and suppliers globally.It is the largest e-commerce platform globally having an annual transaction commerce in excess of $3 trillion. This volume is larger than that of Amazon, e-Bay, and Alibaba combined.It digitally connects buyers and suppliers across an integrated platform allowing for buying and invoicing under fixed transaction rules. This provides for a sounder business structure that better ensures best practices and processes in transactions.



WHAT WILL REMAIN THE SAME

• Continue to use SRM shopping Carts; not a new/replacement system

• There will be only one catalog selection in the Add Item dropdown menu

• Extends additional functionality for e-catalog shopping onto a single platform
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SAP Ariba will continue to use SRM shopping Carts for the shopping process; it is not a new/replacement system, but simply extends current Shopping Cart functionality. Existing shoppers will continue to hold their same Shopper role and tab within myUK. As a current Shopper, you are aware of the Add Item menu currently used within Shopping Carts. The menu currently holds links to multiple individual e-catalogs for each supplier. With SAP Ariba, there will be only one catalog selection here. Once the Shopper accesses the Ariba catalog link, you will automatically navigate to a single platform to shop from many suppliers and e-catalogs.



WHAT WILL REMAIN THE SAME

• No change to how Shoppers begin a cart; how Shopper completes and orders 
Shopping Carts in myUK will remain the same

• Approvals, Goods Confirmations, accounting, etc. all remain the same

• No changes to usage of Free Text carts
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There will be no changes to how Shoppers currently start or complete their carts. The only change within the SRM landscape will be the punch-out experience to a single platform for e-catalog shopping through Ariba. Shoppers will still set their default values when they begin a cart. After filling their SRM Shopping Cart with selected items from the Ariba platform, all other remaining steps also remain the same.There will be no system changes to department approval processes and workflows, requirements for and creation of goods confirmations, or any aspects to usage of cost centers, WBS Elements, GL Accounts, etc.There will be no changes to requirements, creation, or usage relating to Free Text carts. In fact, Shoppers will find they are required to create fewer free text carts because some common free text suppliers will transition to SAP Ariba for e-Shopping and access to automated quotes.



WHAT WILL CHANGE

• Shoppers will access a single catalog from Add Item menu – Ariba e-catalogs

• Will have all e-catalogs suppliers and products in a single space to shop, 
compare prices, order from multiple vendors on one cart

• Generally, contains current e-catalogs and products, plus additional options at 
go-live; other suppliers will be added on a regular basis over time
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As with any technology modernization project, there will be changes which will require adjustment.For current Shoppers, the key change for Ariba simply will be transitioning to navigation and purchase of products and suppliers on a single platform. Again, on the day of go-live, the Add-Item menu on your Shopping Cart will automatically convert from connections to each current e-catalog to one catalog link only entitled “Ariba Network”.Once you click the Ariba Network link, you will automatically be transferred to the platform which is customized specifically for the University of Kentucky. Within that single platform, you will be able to shop for and compare items among multiple suppliers, load customized quotes when available, as well as use other functionality. You can even create a single cart on the network having items from multiple suppliers which will culminate in separate purchase orders.With minor variance, all the e-catalog suppliers and their products currently in SRM will be available on the network, plus others. Additional supplier e-catalogs and their products will be added on a continual basis over time.



WHAT WILL CHANGE

• Amazon for Business products will be included in a curated, monitored 
shopping environment

• Reduced browser conflicts with punching out to a single e-catalog (Ariba) 
rather than individual supplier e-catalogs

• One connection to a single platform has fewer problems and more trustworthy 
than multiple catalog connections.
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Based on spend volume and departmental requests, an e-catalog from Amazon for Business is part of the implementation. We’ll talk more about Amazon later in the course. Shoppers should see a reduced number of browser conflicts that are sometimes experienced with individual e-catalogs. The Ariba network is used globally and represents a stable shopping experience. Also, connection to a single platform has fewer technical problems and is more trustworthy than connections to multiple suppliers. Overall, Shoppers should see a reduction in technical issues and enjoy a more robust shopping experience. 



WHAT WILL CHANGE – COMMERCE AUTOMATION MODULE

• Shoppers will not see or interact with this; operates in the background

• Automates purchase order and invoicing transactions with suppliers

• Increases accuracy of supplier billing and decrease billing discrepancies

• Improved control/management of sales tax billing when applicable, 
i.e., Amazon shipments from some states
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In addition to the catalog functionality, the University is investing in SAP Commerce Automation. This is commonly termed “back-office functionality” and works to improve the Shopping experience and overall transaction processing. As it operates in the background, Shoppers will not see or interact with them, but will experience positive benefits in how their transactions move and process.This automates transactions with suppliers, sending purchase orders, invoices, and other documents digitally across the network between the University and suppliersTransaction rules on the network work to increase accuracy of supplier billing and decrease billing discrepanciesIt also provides for improved control/management of sales tax billing when applicable. For example, management of potential sales tax for Amazon purchases has been a historical issue for departments; this new functionality will help manage this when applicable. 



KEY CHANGE COMPONENTS

• Plan to transition p-card purchases for suppliers available on the platform; 
examples: Amazon, Sigma-Aldrich, B & H Photo, Qiagen, etc.

• The rule is simple – if your needs can be met by an offering in Ariba, use Ariba.

• Purchasing will update departments via listserv and website communications 
as new supplier catalogs are connected to the platform
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Departments should plan to transition purchases for any suppliers that are on the Ariba network and for which they currently use procurement card. For example, in addition to the current SRM e-catalogs transitioning to the Ariba network, additional catalogs for Sigma-Aldrich, B and H Photo, and Qiagen are also planned for availability at go-live. Departments should plan to transition any of those types of purchases to Shopping Carts to take advantage of the improved shopping and commerce automation experiences. The rule is simple - if your needs can be met by an offering in Ariba, use Ariba.Purchasing will update departments via listserv communications and its website as new suppliers are connected to the network and new catalogs added. Per University executive leadership, Purchasing plans to proactively add additional supplier catalogs in ongoing waves over the coming months. 



DIVERSITY AND PARTNERS

Supplier Diversity is a component of the SAP Ariba platform transition:

• Diverse suppliers may be indicated with icons or other visual indicators

• Expands procurement reach for offerings from “Tier 2” diverse suppliers

• Additional catalogs are planned directly with diverse suppliers
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Improving the Supplier Diversity aspect of procurement is a component of the SAP Ariba transition.At their option, departments will be able to shop for products having a diverse component or provided by a diverse supplier; these products or suppliers will be indicated by icons or other visual indicators.Ariba functionality enlarges the procurement reach for offerings from Tier 2 diverse suppliers. These are the “suppliers” of the supplier. For instance, Office Depot, a prime University prime contract holder will have catalog offerings on the Ariba network. They distribute and sell items to customers like UK from hundreds of smaller suppliers, some of whom may be minority-, woman-, or veteran-owned, or represent an economically-disadvantaged business or region.As part of future waves, Purchasing will be proactively working with diverse suppliers to connect additional catalog offerings onto the network for departments to utilize. 



UNDERSTANDING LEVEL 1 AND LEVEL 2 CATALOG OFFERINGS

• Network suppliers have multiple options for how they choose to connect to 
and convey their products for Shoppers: Level 1 and Level 2

• Level 1 means once the Shopper is on the Ariba platform, their items are only 
available though a 2nd punch-out step onto their catalog; products will not show 
on the platform. For example, Dell Computers is a Level 1 catalog.

• Level 2 suppliers provide their products directly onto the platform. Allows 
Shoppers to easily search for items within the Ariba search tool across multiple 
suppliers and many products. Office Depot items are immediately available on 
the Ariba platform; thus, they are a Level 2 catalog.
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A new concept that Shoppers will want to learn about on the Ariba Network relates to “Level 1” and “Level 2” catalogs. Network suppliers have multiple options for how they choose to connect to and convey their products for Shoppers:Some suppliers are identified as Level 1 – these means once the Shopper is on the Ariba platform, their items are only available though a 2nd punch-out step onto their catalog to perform shopping. Level 1 suppliers’ products will not show within the mixed comparison shopping on the platform. For example, Dell Computers is a Level 1 catalog.Level 2 suppliers provide their products directly onto the platform. This allows Shoppers to easily search for items within the Ariba search tool across multiple suppliers and many products. It also allows for product comparisons among multiple suppliers’ items.Office Depot has its items immediately available on the Ariba platform and available for comparison shopping; thus, they are a Level 2 catalog.



UNDERSTANDING LEVEL 1 AND LEVEL 2 CATALOG OFFERINGS

• In some cases, a Level 2 supplier will have products directly on the Ariba 
platform, but the Shopper will need to navigate onto their catalog

• Purchasing will maintain information on their website delineating each supplier

• Good strategy: learn and identify the suppliers for whom you most commonly 
place orders as Level 1 vs Level 2

• Don’t get hung up on supplier levels; navigation is placed at every step to guide 
you
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In some cases, a Level 2 supplier will have products directly on the Ariba platform, but the Shopper will need to navigate onto their catalog apart from the platform to place the item into their cart and checkout.Purchasing will maintain information on their website delineating each supplier on the platform and their Level 1 vs Level 2 status.A good strategy is to learn and identify the suppliers for whom you most commonly place orders as Level 1 vs Level 2; this will help you for future repeat transactions.It’s important to understand the basics of Level 1 vs Level 2 supplier catalogs, don’t get hung up on the topic. Regardless of how a supplier makes their items available on the platform, navigation is placed at every step to guide the Shopper on how to make the purchase. 



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – BEGIN SHOPPING CART
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Let’s do a virtual tour showing how to access and use the SAP Ariba Network.For any e-catalog purchase on the Ariba network, you will start your Shopping Cart as normal.Login to myUK and access the Shopper tab.Click Shopping Cart, Create Shopping Cart from the left navigation menu.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – SET DEFAULT VALUES
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Once your SRM Shopping cart opens remember to set your Default Values as your first step. 



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – SET DEFAULT VALUES
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As a current Shopper, you will already know to set your default cost center or grant number here and complete your default building delivery information.Correct completion of the default building delivery information is required and of key importance to successful ordering. If it is not completed based on specific instructions and entries, the order will fail and/or not be delivered correctly. If you are unsure about how to set and utilize your building delivery information correctly, access the Purchasing website, Learning and Training Resources section, for a Quick Reference Card with instructions.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – ADD ITEM MENU TO ARIBA NETWORK
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Once you complete the Account Assignment and Delivery Building information in default values, navigate to the Add Item menu as usual.At Ariba go-live, rather than seeing individual supplier catalogs here, you will only have one selection. Click the link to access the Ariba network.Your SRM Shopping Cart will remain active while you are transferred to the cloud-based Ariba Network to shop and order items.Let’s look at some of the key components of the network environment.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – ARIBA HOME PAGE LAYOUT
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On the top, you will find a search feature where you can search for items by product number, description, etc. For any supplier providing a Level 2 connection, the search results will display for all products crossing multiple suppliers that meet your entry.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – ARIBA HOME PAGE LAYOUT
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If preferred, the Shopper has a Category menu on the left to search for products through a category structure. For instance, if a Shopper is unsure of the product number for a specific IT item, they can navigate the menu structure here through sub-categories for the item(s) needed.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – ARIBA HOME PAGE LAYOUT
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If you know the specific supplier from whom you need to purchase items, you can use the Supplier menu on the bottom left to reach items. By rolling your mouse over the Supplier link, you will get a pop-up box showing the suppliers you recently visited. To see the entire list, click View All suppliers.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – ARIBA HOME PAGE LAYOUT
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If you click the View All Suppliers link, you will navigate to a page showing all suppliers available on the University customized platform in alphabetical order. If the supplier has a (1) after their name, they are a Level 1 supplier and clicking the name will take the Shopper onto their specific punch-out catalog. Any number after a supplier name other than 1 reflects they are a Level 2 supplier and indicates the number of products available on the platform.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR
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You can navigate back to the Ariba name page at any time by clicking the SAP icon at the top left or the home button on the top right.You also have an Ariba Shopping Cart icon here as well as a logout button if you choose to leave Ariba and close the session.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – ARIBA HOME PAGE LAYOUT
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When back on the Ariba main page, notice the different section layouts. Ariba will maintain a history of your shopping actions that allow for easy reference and repeat usage. There are sections for recently viewed items, recently viewed suppliers, and favorites.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – USING SEARCH TOOL
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For Level 2 suppliers that have their products within the common Ariba space, using the Search entry tool is the most common and expedient method to find what you need. It will also allow you extra functionality to narrow down your selection. For instance, let’s say you need a video cable, but are not sure of the product number. By entering just the search term in the top box, you will get results for all items meeting this criteria. 



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – SEARCH FILTERS
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Various filters can be found on the left menu to further narrow your results, if desired, by keyword, category, manufacturer, or price.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – SEARCH FILTERS
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If you find several items of interest from multiple suppliers, you can do comparisons among those items.  Simply select the checkbox to the left of each and click the Compare Items button.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – SEARCH RESULTS NAVIGATION
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This also shows a good example of different navigation and buy options for various supplier connections on the network. The top two suppliers have “Add to Cart” buttons to the right; this reflects the fact they are Level 2 suppliers with their products directly on the Ariba network. The items from Amazon for Business show the Shopper can see the items in search results, but must click the Buy from Supplier button to access from the supplier site. Remember, don’t worry too much about the supplier levels; the Ariba navigation buttons will guide you on steps.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – SELECTING ITEMS
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For items that you wish to purchase, select the quantity and Add to Cart. The Ariba Shopping Cart icon at the top right will reflect all items placed into your cart on the platform.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – ARIBA SHOPPING CART
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You can click the Shopping Cart icon any time to review contents of items placed here thus far. You can remove items, change quantities, or continue Shopping for more items. Remember, you can add items from multiple suppliers into one Ariba Cart that will transfer back to SRM and generate multiple purchase orders. Click Checkout when finished shopping on the Ariba platform.



SAP ARIBA VIRTUAL TOUR – CHECKOUT FROM ARIBA
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Once you have items in your Ariba Shopping Cart and check out from the platform, it will transfer all items back to your SRM Shopping Cart as normal. As a Shopper, you would next complete any remaining tasks needed on your SRM Shopping Cart such as entry of internal or supplier notes, adjustment of GL Accounts, etc. As with current SRM e-catalog orders, you do not need to enter any product numbers, vendor numbers, or quote attachments. All of this is automated.When complete, click ORDER as normal. In general, all other steps about SRM Shopping Cart ordering, including approval workflows, etc. are unchanged and same as they are currently.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 1-TYPICAL ORDER
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Now, let’s look at common scenarios for ordering items from Ariba Network suppliers as examples. We will review demos of:Order from a typical e-catalog supplier, and Amazon for Business orderLet’s start with a typical order of items from an IT provider like MoreDirect. As normal from SRM, after entering your default values, you will access the Add Item menu and click Ariba Network.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 1-TYPICAL ORDER
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Qiagen, a research products provider, has a Level 2 presence on the network meaning you can immediately search for their items in the entry box at the top identical to the current SRM e-catalog.As an additional option, you could also select them though the Supplier menu on the left to access only their catalog items.Perhaps you need to purchase some microbial kits for your research. You can simply enter the keywords in the search box at the top. If known, you can also search by product numbers.The search results will return any product number on the platform associated with the description entered, which could be multiple products and suppliers. For an exact match, you can place asterisks on each end of a search term or product number. 



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 1-TYPICAL ORDER
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Shop for, select, and place items into your Ariba Network cart as you locate them. Remember, you can use the filters on the left as needed to refine your results and help locate items that you need.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 1-TYPICAL ORDER
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Perhaps you need a few other items from Qiagen. When your Ariba Shopping Cart is complete with all needed items, simply review and checkout. 



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 1-TYPICAL ORDER
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Ariba will return your selected cart items back to SRM as normal for you to complete your Shopping Cart. When order is completed and placed, the supplier will send an order confirmation to you via email.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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An Amazon for Business e-catalog is now part of the SAP Ariba environment; departments will be able to orders items from Amazon through the Ariba. Let’s look at how to shop and order items from Amazon through the Ariba Network. As normal, you would start an SRM Shopping Cart and complete your default values. Navigate to the Add Item Menu and select Ariba Network.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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Amazon for Business, like other Ariba Network suppliers, offers a “hybrid” of a Level 2 catalog. All of their items can be accessed either through a product search at top of the Ariba home page or you can select them specifically from the Supplier menu on the bottom left. If you choose to use the search feature, this will allow you to compare Amazon items to those of other suppliers. Perhaps you need a digital camera available from Amazon.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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All items available from Amazon for Business will show on the Ariba network, but the Shopper must click the “Buy From Supplier” to access the specific item and place it into their cart.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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Once you click Buy from Supplier, you will be transferred to the Amazon for Business platform to perform the purchase.While on the Amazon site, you can shop for and place additional items into your Amazon cart if desired.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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When you are finished Shopping on the Amazon for Business catalog, access and review your Amazon Shopping Cart as you normally would for a consumer purchase.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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As usual, you can delete items, change quantities, and perform other actions in your Amazon cart. When finished, click Proceed to Checkout on your Amazon cart.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS

Important: Disregard the address and Recipient Name components here. The 
information originally entered onto your SRM Shopping Cart is all that is needed. 
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The first checkout screen for Amazon relates to Shipping Address. By default, this will always populate to a central campus address for the University. It does not need changed and can be disregarded. The Shipping Address on your Shopping Cart created originally in SRM is the official shipping address for your order. Shoppers can ignore that a central campus address is listed here and navigate forward.  You can also ignore the Deliver To Recipient Name box; all of the information entered on your SRM cart is the only information needed. 



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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The next Amazon screen will offer the Shopper available options for shipping; select the option that best fits your need and click Continue.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS

Important: Do not pay any order within Ariba with a procurement card.
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The next screen for Payment Options will always default to Pay by Invoice. Do not change it and do not pay any part of the order with a procurement card. No credit card entries are needed here.  Click the Continue button.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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Review all aspects of your Amazon for Business order in the final screen. Update if necessary. When complete, click the Submit Order for Approval button.



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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All line items from your Amazon for Business order will transfer back to Ariba and populate the Ariba Shopping Cart. As with other Ariba orders, you can review the cart for accuracy. �Click the Checkout button from the Ariba Network to move items back to your SRM Shopping Cart. 



COMMON ORDERING SCENARIO – 2-AMAZON FOR BUSINESS
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When back at your SRM Shopping Cart, review and complete order as you normally would. Remember, you can complete any internal or supplier notes, update GL or cost object accounting if needed, etc. You do not need to enter vendor numbers on the Source of Supply tab or attach any type of vendor quotes.Click the ORDER button to complete your SRM Shopping Cart to move it forward to processing and purchase order creation.



AMAZON FOR BUSINESS SPECIAL NOTES

• Is different then Amazon.com global site for retail consumer purchases

• Will include Amazon Marketplace supplier products

• Will be curated with some items blocked using “hard” or “soft” blocking; soft 
blocked items can be reviewed and released in Purchasing if permitted

• Amazon orders will pass through Purchasing for manual review and release 
regardless of amount
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There are additional considerations relating to the Amazon e-catalog that is part of the Ariba Network.The Amazon catalog connected to the Ariba network is their Business-to-Business, or B2B network, and typically will have better pricing them the retail consumer site known as Amazon.com.The Amazon for Business catalog on Ariba will include products from their Marketplace partners in addition to those standard to Amazon itself.To remain compliant with other University contracts, particularly those that are exclusive in nature, the Amazon for Business catalog will be curated and have some product blocking. Some items, for example, weapons, are hard blocked and cannot be placed into a Shopping Cart. Other items may be soft-blocked; this means they may or may not conflict with other University contracts and a Purchasing officer will review the purchase and release if appropriate.All Amazon for Business purchases, after applicable workflow approvals, will pass through Purchasing for review and release. This will allow for the appropriate institutional overview and review of ordered items.



AMAZON FOR BUSINESS SPECIAL NOTES

• Will have business prime for entire University; all purchases automatically 
qualify for Prime benefits

• Pricing holds for 5 days after cart is entered until placed

• Improved tax exemption across a managed platform for all states where 
we are tax exempt; managed tax exemption protocols built into the platform
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The University will pay prime membership for the Amazon for Business catalog on the Ariba network. All purchases from Amazon through Ariba automatically qualify for Prime benefits to the ordering department.Anyone who uses Amazon frequently will know that pricing can change rapidly based on a number of factors; the same is true for the Amazon catalog on the Ariba network. Pricing holds for any items ordered through the platform for five calendar days and then is subject to change. While Purchasing is committed to review and processing of Amazon orders on a prompt basis, Shoppers should ensure their SRM Shopping Carts with Amazon items move quickly forward through workflow as applicable.The Amazon catalog through the Arriba network has designated mechanisms to control for allowable sales tax. Although sales tax is applicable and due for some Amazon purchases, dedicated Ariba mechanisms monitor and manage this appropriately. 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND TIPS

• Accept the SAP Ariba click-through agreement on your first visit

• Accept any click-through supplier agreements when navigating from the Ariba 
Network onto specific Level 1 punch-out catalogs.

• Google Chrome and Firefox are recommended browsers for SRM Shopper/
SAP Ariba network as well as all myUK applications.

• Be sure to allow pop-up windows on your browser
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Here is some additional information and tips that may be useful to Shoppers as they transition to using the SAP Ariba Network.The first time you access the Ariba Network from your SRM Add Item menu, you will be presented with an SAP online click-through agreement before reaching the platform. It is okay and normal to accept the terms and click forward. This will only occur one time and on your first visit.Likewise, you may be presented with similar click-through agreements the first time you punch-out to some suppliers’ e-catalogs from the Ariba platform. It is okay and normal to accept these and click through them. As with the main Ariba Network page, this will only occur one time and on your first visit.For the best experience, use Google Chrome or Firefox as preferred browsers for all myUK applications, particularly SRM Shopper tab utilizing the SAP Ariba Network connection. Microsoft Edge and Internet Explorer are not recommended for usage here.Be sure to allow pop-up windows for all navigation and actions in SRM and the SAP Ariba Network; consult your local IT support staff to assist with this setting if needed. You may need to allow pop-up windows for Ariba and Amazon for Business. 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND TIPS

• Entire campus – academic and healthcare – will use a single, combined e-
catalog on Ariba for Office Depot

• Remember: All e-catalogs are subject to blocking and product curation 
activities; this maintains compliance with University contracts. Some items 
will not be available.

• Some catalogs may have soft-blocking mechanisms
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A special note for UK Hospital departments. Currently, there is a dedicated e-catalog in SRM for healthcare only and apart from the one for academic campus. In Ariba, there will be a single Office Depot e-catalog for all office product purchases for the entire campus.Remember that all e-catalogs are subject to blocking and product curation activities; this maintains and ensures compliance with all University contracts.Some catalogs may have soft-blocking mechanisms. They are used for items that may or may not be available for ordering. You may be able to place soft-blocked items into your Shopping Cart and a Purchasing Officer will review the order prior to placement to ensure it does not conflict with other University contracts. 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND TIPS

Post-order activities remain the same:

• Purchase orders place with suppliers and will transmit directly to them

• Shoppers receive email order confirmations

• Invoicing is electronic and will post automatically back through Ariba to 
SAP/SRM

• Creation of Goods Confirmations is required except for Office Depot 
e-catalog orders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Post-order activities for Shopping Carts remain the same.Purchase orders place with suppliers and will transmit directly to them.Shoppers will receive email order confirmations from their suppliers upon receipt of purchase orders.Invoicing from Ariba network suppliers is electronic and will post automatically back through Ariba to SAP and SRM.Creation of Goods Confirmations is required with the exception of Office Depot e-catalog orders; there is no change here from the current process. 



NEW SHOPPERS TRAINING GOING FORWARD POST GO-LIVE

• Will continue to complete Training Request Plan to receive role and take 
WBTs in myUK

• Four current courses required for role will be reduced to two:

1. Ariba e-catalog Shopping
2. Free Text Shopping Carts

• Supplementary materials in current WBTs will be converted to Quick 
Reference Cards and placed on Purchasing website for all Shoppers’ usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, this course was designed specifically for employees currently holding the Shopper role; you already have a foundational knowledge of how to use Shopping Carts.Employees who need to receive the Shopper role after the SAP Ariba Network transition will still continue to complete and submit a Training Request Plan and take the required Web-Based Trainings, or WBTs, in myUK.The new Shopper curriculum will be reduced from four courses to two. Employees requesting the new Shopper role will take a course relating to Ariba e-catalog Shopping and one for completing and processing Free Text carts.Additional quick reference cards with supplementary information will be converted or created and placed on the Purchasing website as a resource for all Shoppers.



GO LIVE AND WHAT TO EXPECT

• Existing Shoppers will need to take no action; Ariba Network will appear on the 
Go-Live date as their only available catalog in the Add Item menu

Current Go-Live Date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Existing Shoppers will need to take no action on the Go-Live date. The Ariba Network selection will automatically appear in Shoppers’ Add Item menu and will be the only catalog option.Rather than seeing the standard Add Item dropdown menu with individual e-catalogs, you will only see one selection here for SAP Ariba. 



ARIBA FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep in mind, the Purchasing Division maintains a web page dedicated to the SAP Ariba Network project implementation which includes a Frequently Asked Questions resource. Both of these will be maintained and updated post-go-live with additional information and updates. Departments may find the FAQ page to be helpful for any concerns they have surrounding the project or implementation. 



RESOURCES

• Help guide and quick reference guides are maintained on the Purchasing 
website

• Communications to be provided via website and listserv as additional suppliers 
are added, etc. 

• Retake Shopper training, if desired, any time through myUK Learning as 
refresher; Training Request Plan is not required to retake a course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to dedicated website and FAQ page on the website, remember, a number of help guides and quick reference guides are also maintained on the Learning and Training Resources section of the Purchasing home page. Additional materials will be developed and posted post-go-live.Purchasing will also issue listserv communication and website updates when new suppliers are added to the Ariba Network along with their offerings and will indicate whether they are Level 1 or Level 2 suppliers.Keep in mind, any employee with the Shopper or other SRM role can retake their original course (including this material) in myUK Learning. Simply locate, book, and take the course as a refresher if desired; a Training Request Plan is not required to retake any myUK procurement course.



RESOURCES

• Use SRMHelp@uky.edu for technical assistance with any SRM Shopping 
Cart or Ariba Network need or inquiry

• Include message or screenshot
• Put SRM Shopping Cart on SAVED status if possible and provide cart 

number

• Shoppers can also email for information to subscribe to the Purchasing listserv

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Departmental Shoppers and other staff can use the SRMHelp@uky.edu email for any technical assistance needed relating to SRM Shopping Carts or shopping on the Ariba Network.  Dedicated members of the procurement team monitor the email tool and will respond promptly with assistance.If you are getting error messages of any type, it is helpful to include a screenshot of those to facilitate a quick diagnosis and resolution.If the error message originates from the SRM environment, it is a good idea to save your Shopping Cart and include the cart number in your inquiry. This will keep you from losing any work already completed and the procurement team can access and examine your cart specifically to determine the problem and appropriate solution.If you would to subscribe to the Purchasing listserv to receive Ariba Network shopping and other procurement updates, contact this same email address requesting assistance. 

mailto:SRMHelp@uky.edu


REVIEW AND SUMMARY

• Introduction and Overview - SAP Ariba
• What will remain the same
• What changes to expect
• Types of e-Catalog connections – Level 1 and Level 2
• Virtual tour of the SAP Ariba landscape
• Example orders

• Typical order from a common e-catalog supplier
• Amazon for Business orders

• Additional information/tips and what to expect at Go-Live
• Resources and Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this course, we covered:An introduction and overview of SAP Ariba as it relates to the Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) systemAspects of the current SRM experience that will remain the same and not changeWhat changes Shoppers should expect as you transition to the SAP Ariba Network platformWe talked about the types of catalog connections on the network and how to access the available products and suppliersWe visited and discussed key aspects of the platform during a virtual tourWe did demos for a typical order from a common supplier as well as a sample order from Amazon for BusinessWe talked about additional information and tips that Shoppers will find useful as they navigate the platform as well as what to expect at Go-LiveFinally, we talked about what resources and support are available to departments.



CONGRATULATIONS!

YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE COURSE, “SAP ARIBA TRAINING FOR 
EMPLOYEES HAVING EXISTING SRM SHOPPER ROLE”.

PLEASE CLOSE THIS BROWSER WINDOW TO RECEIVE CREDIT.
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